These are the results of the second shoot benchmarking survey. More shoots have taken part in this
year’s survey following the success of last year. As before, the shoots have been analysed as a group
and by whether they considered themselves commercial or non-commercial, some of which let some
days to help cover their running costs. The sample remains roughly split 50:50 between
commercial and non-commercial shoots.
We hope you find the results useful for managing your shoot. All shoots that provide data receive a
bespoke report comparing them with the benchmark and there is no charge to include your shoot.
Please contact us if you would like to take part in next year’s survey.
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Commercial shoots held the price they charge for pheasants and partridges while non-commercial shoots increased their charges by
£2-3 per bird compared with last year; however, they still charge less, especially when VAT is added by the commercial shoots
(70% of which charge VAT).

Customer service: overages and dressed birds
There was little difference in the prices paid by
commercial and non-commercial shoots.

Selling let days

There is some evidence that shoots are trying to reduce the
costs to them from overages – with fewer making no charge.

Returns (% of birds put down)
The proportion of days sold before the season started was 5% lower this year but repeat bookings, which account for three-quarters of let
days, held up well. As we saw last year, the top 25% of shoots have sold their let days well before the bottom 25% – giving them greater
business confidence. The non-commercial shoots tended to have sold their days before the commercial ones.

Source of bookings: websites like GunsOnPegs have become more important
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It was a more challenging year for shoots to convert birds put down into birds shot – for both commercial and non-commercial shoots.
Was the harsh weather significant? Private/non-commercial shoots continue to achieve higher returns, by 3-5%, and for all shoots
there is a 15% difference between top and bottom performers.

Variable costs rose for both commercial and non-commercial
shoots, mainly due to feed, fuel and beaters costs rising.

Fixed costs were cut – by 8% – with savings made across most
c
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The average variable cost of putting a bird down rose from
£7.33 last year to £8.08 this year – up 10%.
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Commercial shoots have reduced their costs. They have
reduced the total cost of putting a bird down – despite their
variable costs rising, which is partly due to fuel and feed costs
rising. They have cut their fixed costs – by tighter control across
all costs. They have not increased the price they charge per
pheasant or partridge and so their net income per bird shot has
dropped. Despite this, and just like last year, around 40% of
commercial shoots made a loss and the profit levels of those
commercial shoots making a profit fell – from £7.92 per bird
shot to £5.93. The non-commercial shoots appear to be
following a different strategy. Their total costs have risen –
which is entirely due to their variable costs rising as fixed costs
fell; the big cost rises were on fuel and feed. Unlike the
commercial shoots, they have increased the price they charge
per bird by £2-3 per bird.

Total costs per bird put down

28 of 48 commercial shoots we had suitable
data for made a positive net income. 42%
shoots made a loss, averaging £9.12 per bird
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This only includes shoots which provided variable and fixed cost data and so is not the
sum of total variable costs plus total fixed costs as those calculations included shoots
that only provided one set of data.

The shoots provided the details of salaries,
packages and benefits for 166 staff.

Although average salaries are almost exactly
the same as last year, the benefits that
keepers receive, including paying for utility
bills, clothing allowances and giving them
keepers days, have been reduced to control
costs.

Beater and picker up costs are rising with
shoots spending a third more on beaters
and pickers up than in 2009/2010.
Commercial shoots pay £5 or more per
day than non-commercial ones.

42% of commercial shoots are loss making; it was a similar proportion last year too.
Analysis has revealed what loss-making shoots could do to become more profitable.
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£9.86

£13.74

The difference in performance is in fixed costs, especially staff costs, more than variable ones
Variable costs per bird put down
Birds
Feed
Beaters and pickers up pay

£6.52
£2.65
£1.88
£0.93

£7.62
£2.82
£1.80
£1.15

Fixed costs per bird put down
Staff salaries
Vehicle and trailer costs
Rent paid to third parties for land

£3.61
£2.36
£0.33
£0.14

£6.44
£4.15
£0.60
£0.35

But the difference in staff costs does not appear to be a race to the bottom as the salaries of full time head keepers
are higher for profit making shoots — the difference is that they look after more birds
Full time Head Keeper salary
Number of birds put down per FT staff

£22,069
£ 9,240

£17,753
£ 7,118

There is also a difference in shoot performance — profitable shoots put down more birds, have more let days, larger
bag sizes and charge more. But it is not just large shoots that can be proftiable — over 40% of the profit making
shoots put down less than 10,000 birds
Number of birds put down
Number of let days shot in a season
Average bag size per let day
Price charged per bird — pheasant (exc vat)
Price charged per bird — partridge (exc vat)

24,056
35
200

8,436
13
169

£32
£30

£28
£28

There is little or no difference in returns, bookings within three months of the start of the season or the price paid
per poult. All of the above translates into massive differences in the income each let day generates
Net income per let day

£1,084

The keys to profitable performance therefore appear to be:
1. Spreading costs, especially staff costs, across more birds put down
2. Generating more income per let day — from bigger bag sizes and higher charges per bird
3. Selling more let days

-£1,792

